BY KRISTIN STYLING

In his initial year in the School of the Arts, Jerome Hairston, MFA '01, was working on his first exercise as a playwriting professor and associate theatre arts professor Eduardo Machado. But he never imagined that "A M. Sun-minute, " the first full-length play that grew out of that workshop, would be accepted into the prestigious Humana Festi- val of New American Plays three years later.

Since graduating from Colum- bia's MFA Theatre program in May, Hairston has had a whirlwind season. In August, he began a playwriting fellowship at the Manhattan Theatre Club (MTC), the first of its kind at a New York-based theater to offer a permanent academic structure to its ongoing playwriting fellows. In the works for next fall is a production of Hairston's play "Havana is Winning," accepted for next year. Joining Bogart at the 2002 festival was fellow alumnus and associate theatre arts professor, Eduardo Machado, who was the star of the festival with his play "The Last of the Drouns in Sand" (which played this past fall at the Cherry Lane Theatre in New York City). The title "Havana is Winning" is the tale of an interracial couple who stand in one another's lives. The play begins on a Sunday morning and is the tale of an interracial couple who stand in one another's lives. The play begins on a Sunday morning and that of their two young sons.

Variety of New Courses Debut This Spring in Many Departments

BY SUANN TRUDEL
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